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Abstract

Neurons containing melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) are located in the hypothalamus. In 

mice optogenetic activation of the MCH neurons induces both NREM and REM sleep at night, the 

normal wake-active period for nocturnal rodents (Konadhode et al., 2013). Here we selectively 

activate these neurons in rats to test the validity of the sleep network hypothesis in another species. 

Channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) driven by the MCH promoter was selectively expressed by MCH 

neurons after injection of rAAV-MCHp-ChR2-EYFP into the hypothalamus of Long-Evans rats. 

An in vitro study confirmed that the optogenetic activation of MCH neurons faithfully triggered 

action potentials. In the second study, in Long-Evans rats, rAAV-MCH-ChR2, or the control 

vector, rAAV-MCH-EYFP, were delivered into the hypothalamus. Three weeks later baseline sleep 

was recorded for 48h without optogenetic stimulation (0 Hz). Subsequently, at the start of the 

lights-off cycle, the MCH neurons were stimulated at 5, 10, or 30Hz (1 mW at tip; 1 min on – 4 

min off) for 24 h. Sleep was recorded during the 24h stimulation period. Optogenetic activation of 

MCH neurons increased both REM and NREM sleep at night, whereas during the day cycle only 

REM sleep was increased. Delta power, an indicator of sleep intensity, was also increased. In 

control rats without ChR2, optogenetic stimulation did not increase sleep or delta power. These 

results lend further support to the view that sleep-active MCH neurons contribute to drive sleep in 

mammals.

Graphical abstract

Neurons containing melanin concentrating hormone (MCH) or orexin are localized in the posterior 

hypothalamus. Activation of orexin neurons produces arousal, but the function of the MCH 

neurons is less clear. In mice, we determined that optogenetic activation of MCH neurons 

increases sleep at night. We now find that in wildtype rats activating these neurons also increases 
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sleep and delta power. Such consistent results in two mammals underscore the role of the MCH 

neurons as drivers of sleep.
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Introduction

In the last hundred years successive groups of researchers have used new tools to identify 

neurons responsible for wake, non-rapid-eye movement (NREM) sleep and REM sleep 

[reviewed by (Konadhode et al., 2014)]. Initially, transections and electrolytic lesions helped 

locate the brain regions responsible for the different sleep-wake states (Jouvet, 1962). 

Subsequently, electrophysiology studies in freely-behaving animals identified neurons that 

were active only during a specific sleep-wake state (McCarley & Hobson, 1971; Chu & 

Bloom, 1973; McGinty & Harper, 1976; Siegel & McGinty, 1977; Aston-Jones & Bloom, 

1981; Szymusiak & McGinty, 1986; Mileykovskiy et al., 2005; Hassani et al., 2009) 

indicating that activity of specific neurons regulated the sleep-wake states. The introduction 

of c-FOS as a functional neuroanatomical tool led to identifying the phenotype of neurons 

that were activated during sleep-wake states and also determined the connectivity between 

these neurons (Sherin et al., 1996; Basheer et al., 1997). The collective data from those 

studies has resulted in a neural network map that illustrates the various phenotypes of 

neurons regulating waking, NREM and REM sleep (Saper et al., 2010; Shiromani, 2011; 

Pelluru et al., 2013).

Currently, optogenetics and pharmacogenetics are being used to directly test specific cell 

elements of this circuit. For instance, optogenetic activation of the arousal orexin neurons 

increased transitions to waking (Adamantidis et al., 2007) whereas inhibition resulted in 

sleep (Tsunematsu et al., 2011). Similar results were observed using the pharmacogenetic 

approach (Sasaki et al., 2011). Optogenetic activation of the noradrenergic locus coeruleus 

(LC) neurons also increased waking while photoinhibition decreased the length of the wake 
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bouts (Carter et al., 2010). Pharmacogenetic activation of LC neurons ameliorated the 

excessive sleepiness in a mouse model of narcolepsy (Hasegawa et al., 2014). Optogenetics 

has also been used to drive neurons implicated in generating sleep. One phenotype of sleep-

active neurons contains melanin concentrating hormone (MCH) (Hassani et al., 2009). MCH 

neurons are intermingled with the orexin neurons and project to many of the same targets as 

orexin neurons (Bittencourt et al., 1992; Steininger et al., 2004; Yoon & Lee, 2013). In 

wildtype mice we found that optogenetic activation of the MCH neurons increased sleep at a 

time when the mice would be normally awake. Subsequently, another group used MCH-cre 

mice and determined that acute stimulation during NREM sleep increased entries into REM 

sleep (Jego et al., 2013). Another group (Tsunematsu et al., 2014) genetically ablated the 

MCH neurons and found decreased amounts of NREM sleep without changing REM sleep. 

These studies in mice demonstrate that selective activation of MCH neurons increases sleep, 

and loss of these neurons decreases NREM sleep.

Optogenetic studies need to be performed in other mammalian species that have both NREM 

and REM sleep, thereby validating the status of specific neurons within neural network 

models of sleep-wake regulation. To facilitate such studies, we linked the gene encoding 

channelrhodopsin-2 (ChR2) to the MCH promoter. In the present study, this virus was 

inserted into wildtype rats to test the hypothesis that activation of MCH neurons induces 

sleep not only in mice but also in another mammal.

Materials and Methods

Ethical statement

All manipulations done to the animals adhered to the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of 

Laboratory Animals and were pre-approved by the Medical University of South Carolina 

(protocol 3355), Ralph H. Johnson VA (protocol 525, 584), and Yale University (protocol 

2014-10117) Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee.

Viral vectors

The parent plasmid containing channelrhodopsin-2 gene (ChR2; H134R) was kindly 

donated by Dr. Karl Deisseroth (Stanford University/HHMI). The genes for ChR2 and 

enhanced yellow fluorescent protein (EYFP) were originally driven into neurons by the 

human synapsin promoter (hSyn-485 bp). We modified it by replacing the hSyn-485 with 

the MCH promoter sequence (462 bp). The MCH specific plasmid was then packaged by the 

Vector Core at the University of North Carolina (Chapel Hill, NC). The plasmid was 

packaged into recombinant adeno-associated viral vectors (rAAV; serotype 5) to a titer of 

1×1010 particles per μL. The control vector containing no ChR2 gene (rAAV-MCH-EYFP) 

was constructed as previously described (Liu et al., 2011). After packaging, the MCH 

specific viral vectors were always stored at −85°C and thawed just before delivery into the 

brain.

In vitro studies

Optogenetic stimulation of the MCH neurons—rAAV-MCH-ChR2-EYFP was 

injected into the lateral hypothalamus of five adult rats. Four to five weeks later, rats with 
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selective ChR2 expression in lateral hypothalamic MCH neurons were deeply anesthetized 

with isoflurane and decapitated. Brains were immediately removed and immersed in ice-cold 

high-sucrose solution containing (in mM): 220 sucrose, 2.5 KCl, 6 MgCl2, 1 CaCl2, 1.23 

NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, and 10 glucose (gassed with 95% O2/5% CO2; 300–305 mOsm). 

Coronal brain slices (300 μm thick; vibratome) were transferred to an incubation chamber 

filled with artificial CSF (aCSF) solution containing (in mM) 124 NaCl, 2.5 KCl, 2 MgCl2, 

2 CaCl2, 1.23 NaH2PO4, 26 NaHCO3, and 10 glucose (gassed with 95% O2/5% CO2; 300–

305 mOsm) at room temperature (22 °C). Following a recovery period of 1–2 h, slices were 

transferred to a recording chamber mounted on a BX51WI upright microscope (Olympus, 

Tokyo, Japan). The slices were perfused with a continuous flow of gassed ACSF. The 

temperature of the recording solution was maintained at 33 ± 1 °C by a dual-channel heat 

controller (Warner Instruments, Hamden, CT). For comparison, we also recorded mouse 

MCH neurons from transgenic mice with GFP expressed in the MCH neurons, as described 

elsewhere (van den Pol et al., 2004; Zhang & van den Pol, 2012).

MCH neurons with ChR2-EYFP expression were visualized using an infrared-differential 

interference contrast optical system combined with a monochrome CCD camera and 

monitor. Pipettes were pulled from thin-walled borosilicate glass capillary tubes (length 75 

mm, O.D=1.5 mm, I.D.= 1.1 mm, World Precision Instruments, Sarasota, FL) using a P-97 

micropipette puller (Sutter Instruments, Novato, CA). A pipette solution containing (in mM) 

145 K-gluconate, 1 MgCl2, 10 HEPES, 1.1 EGTA, 2 Mg-ATP, 0.5 Na2-GTP, and 5 Na2-

phosphocreatine (pH 7.3 with KOH; 290–295 mOsm) was used for the recording. Recording 

pipettes showed resistances ranging from 3 to 6 MΩ. An EPC-10 patch-clamp amplifier 

(HEKA Instruments, Bellmore, NY) and PatchMaster 2.20 software (HEKA Elektronik, 

Lambrecht/Pfalz, Germany) were used to acquire and analyze data. Neurons with series 

resistance greater than 20 MΩ and change of greater than 15% were excluded from the 

statistical analysis. Traces were processed using Igor Pro 6.36 (Wavemetrics, Lake Oswego, 

OR). The membrane potential for voltage-clamp recording was held at −60 mV. A blue light 

laser (470 nm, Laserglow Technologies, West Toronto, CA) set at 5–10 mWatts/mm2 was 

used to activate ChR2 in the MCH neurons. The blue light was delivered by a fiber optic (tip 

I.D.=100 μm, NA 0.22, Doric lenses, CA) to the recorded neuron. To test the 

photostimulation-evoked response, stimuli of 10 msec duration with fixed frequencies of 1, 

5, 10, 20 and 30 Hz were used. Evoked response of transfected MCH neurons was recorded 

in voltage and current clamp conditions.

In vivo studies

Animals and groups—Fourteen Long Evans adult rats (545.3 ± 41.3g; male) were used. 

Ten rats received rAAV-MCH-ChR2-EYFP while the other four rats received the control 

vector lacking ChR2 (rAAV-MCH-EYFP). All rats were housed singly in an isolated room, 

with controlled temperature (22 ± 2°C) and lighting (photoperiod =12:12 h; lights-off at 6 

PM). Food and water were available ad-libitum.

Gene transfection—Under deep isofluorane anesthesia (1.5–2%) and aseptic conditions 

viral vectors were microinjected bilaterally into two adjacent rat brain sites targeting the 

entire population of MCH neurons (lateral zona incerta and perifornical area: AP= −2.8 mm, 
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lateral= ±1.6 mm, vertical= −7.8 mm; medial zona incerta and dorsomedial hypothalamic 

area: AP= −3.1 mm, lateral= ± 0.8 mm, vertical= −7.8 mm). The coordinates are relative to 

bregma, lateral to the sagittal suture and vertical to the dura mater. For the lateral site the 

volume of injection was 2 μl and for the medial site it was 1 μl. Therefore, in both 

hemispheres a total of 6 μl was microinjected (virus load of 6×1010 particles per rat). The 

virus was delivered slowly over 20 min using a 10 μL Hamilton syringe. Following the 

microinjection, the injection needle (30 Ga) was left in place for an additional 5 min and 

then withdrawn slowly.

Fiber optic and electrodes implant—Two weeks after delivery of the viral vectors, the 

fiber optic probes and sleep recording electrodes were surgically implanted (under 2% 

isoflurane anesthesia). Two fiber optic probes (0.4 mm diameter), one in each hemisphere, 

were implanted at antero-posterior −2.9 mm, lateral −1.4 mm and vertical −7.0 mm. To 

record the electrocorticogram (ECoG) four miniature screws (Plastic One Inc.) were inserted 

to sit atop the frontal and occipital cerebral cortices. To record the skeletal muscle activity 

(EMG), two flexible wire electrodes (Plastic One Inc.) were bilaterally embedded into the 

nuchal muscles. The wires were inserted into a plastic socket, and along with the optic 

probes, affixed to the skull with dental cement.

Optogenetic stimulation of MCH neurons—Five weeks after the rAAV vector 

delivery rats were tethered to a light-weight cable connected to rotary swivels. The swivels 

allowed the rats to engage in complete freedom of behavior. Rats were adapted to tethering 

for four days and baseline sleep was recorded for 48 h. During this first sleep recording 

session there was no optogenetic stimulation and this initial session represents 0 Hz.

Following the baseline recording, the rats were given optogenetic stimulation (blue LED, 

473 nm wavelength; 1 mW intensity at tip; Doric Lenses, Québec, Canada). A 

programmable stimulator (Master-9, AMPI, Jerusalem, Israel) generated TTL pulses of 10 

msec of duration for driving the photo stimuli. TTLs pulses were also recorded along with 

the ECoG and EMG activity. MCH neurons were activated by light at three frequencies: 5, 

10, or 30 Hz (ON for 1 min and OFF for 4 min). The rats were stimulated for 24 h starting at 

lights-off (Zeitgeber hour 12). There was a 72 h interval between stimulation days and 

stimulation protocols were followed in a counterbalanced fashion. In 24 h MCH neurons 

were given 8.64 × 104 pulses at 5 Hz, 1.73 × 105 at 10 Hz and 5.18 × 105 at 30 Hz. MCH 

neurons were activated 1.0 % of total time in 24 h at 5 Hz, 2.0% at 10 Hz and 6.0% at 30 Hz.

Sleep recording, scoring and spectral analysis—The ECoG activity was recorded 

from the contralateral frontal-occipital electrodes. Using an analog polygraph (Grass Model 

12), the ECoG activity was amplified 5000 times and band pass filtered between 0.3–100 

Hz. To record the EMG activity, the muscle electrical activity was amplified between 5000–

20,000 times and band pass filtered between 100–1 KHz. ECoG and EMG analog signals 

were then digitized and stored (at 128 Hz sampling rate) onto a computer hard drive by a 

data acquisition software (Vital Recorder, Kissei Comtec Co., Nagano, Japan). The 

acquisition software also stored and synchronized video streams of the rat’s behavior. Video 

was recorded with infrared CCD cameras that allowed recording of the animal’s behavior in 

the dark.
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The sleep records were scored in 12 sec epochs based on the Fast Fourier Transformation 

(FFT) algorithm of the ECoG activity for the delta bandwidth (0.5–4 Hz) along with the 

EMG integrated activity (SleepSign®, Kissei Comtec Co. Nagano, Japan). Each epoch was 

then manually scored as wake, non-REM sleep (NREM) or REM sleep (REMS). Video 

recordings assisted the identification of the sleep-wake states.

SleepSign was also used to produce a FFT analysis of the ECoG during NREMS and 

REMS. Both delta (0.5–4 Hz) and theta (4–8 Hz) power were automatically determined by 

the software. ECoG FFT data was calculated in 3 h bins. ECoG FFT values for the 0 Hz day 

were normalized as percent of the 24 h average. Then power values during photostimulation 

days were expressed as percent of the 0 Hz power.

Post mortem analysis of transfected rat brains—At the end of the in-vivo 

experiments, rats were euthanized (5% isofluorane) and the brains perfused with 50 ml 0.9% 

saline and 150 ml 10% formalin-buffered solution. The brains were removed, left overnight 

in 10 % formalin PBS at 4 °C, and then transferred to a sucrose 30% PBS solution until 

equilibration. The brains were cut on a cryostat and 40 μm thick coronal sections obtained.

The first and third sections, in a 1 in 5 series, were processed for immunolabeling of the 

MCH peptide. The brain sections were first washed to remove the cryoprotectant (PBS 0.01 

M), then placed in normal donkey serum (2% in PBS+0.3% Triton-x). Sections were then 

incubated overnight at room temperature (RT) with the primary antibody (rabbit anti-MCH; 

1:1000 dilution; Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Cat # H070-47). Next day, after washing in PBS, 

the sections were incubated at RT for 1 h with donkey anti-rabbit IgG secondary antibody 

(Alexa Fluor® 568 conjugate; 1:500 dilutions, Life Technologies; Cat # A10042). Sections 

were then mounted onto gelatin coated glass slides, cover slipped, and stored at −20 °C. 

Hypothalamic tissue from one well in the animal depicted in figure 3 was incubated in goat 

anti-orexin antibody (1:500 dilution, Phoenix Pharmaceuticals, Cat #H003-30) to visualize 

orexin-immunoreactive neurons in conjunction with EYFP. To further test for specificity of 

the transgene construct a separate rat (off-site control) was given the rAAV-MCH-ChR2-

EYFP into the caudate putamen (one side; 750 nl) where no MCH neurons are located. In 

this off-site control rat, a single injection (one side; 750nl) was also made in the zona incerta 

to confirm the efficacy of the vector. The rat was sacrificed 18 days after injection, and brain 

tissue was processed for visualization of the EYFP+ neurons.

A confocal microscope (Nikon A1 + confocal microscope; Nikon Corporation, Tokyo, 

Japan) was used to visualize the MCH and EYFP positive neurons. The distribution of EYFP

+ somata was plotted along with the location of the fiber optic tips. Each coronal section was 

scanned at low magnification (4×), dual channel (Channel 1:EYFP Laser line at 488 nm; 

Channel 2=Texas Red Laser line at 560 nm) and the acquired images exported as TIFF 

image files. The TIFF images were overlaid (Adobe Systems Inc.) and resized onto 

matching rat brain atlas digital plates. Areas showing strong EYFP positive signal in somata 

and proximal processes were traced and colored. Fiber optic tips indicated on the images by 

scar tissue were also traced.
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Brain sections from rats with extensive transfection and correct fiber optic placements were 

used to obtain a tally of the MCH neurons expressing EFYP. These sections were examined 

at high magnification (60×) by a person blinded to the type of treatment given to the rats. 

Single (MCH+ or EYFP+) and double (MCH+EYFP) labeled neurons were counted in five 

coronal brain sections separated at least 120 μm apart. Ten bilateral sampling areas per rat 

(147 × 196 μm) showing high density of EYFP positive somata were tallied. Cells were 

counted in images while scanning across the vertical plane (Z-axis in 1 μm increments). To 

assess colocalization between EYFP and MCH, Z-stacks were visualized both in orthogonal 

view in 2D and as XYZ-planes in 3D rendering. Only cells showing MCH labeling inside 

the cytoplasm were counted as specifically transfected. The tissue processed for 

visualization of orexin-immunoreactive neurons was similarly examined.

Statistical analysis

Sigma Stat software (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA) was used to statistically compare 

group means. Two way and one-way repeated measures ANOVA (General Linear Model) 

compared group means, followed by post-hoc analysis (Holm-Sidak). Independent and 

paired t-tests were also used as a-priori tests of hypotheses. Probability values equal or less 

than 0.05 were set for rejection of the null hypothesis.

Results

In vitro optogenetic activation of rat MCH neurons

An in-vitro electrophysiological analysis with whole cell recording showed that rat MCH 

neurons that were ChR2-EYFP positive were also responsive to light. Similar to the majority 

of MCH neurons found within the mouse hypothalamus (van den Pol et al., 2004; Zhang & 

van den Pol, 2012), rat MCH neurons were generally silent with few if any spontaneous 

action potentials (Fig. 1A). The resting membrane potential of rat MCH neurons was almost 

identical to that of the mouse MCH neurons (rat=60.6±1.5 mV vs. mouse=59.4 ±1.1 mV 

n.s.; Fig. 1B). Blue light pulses (1–10 Hz; 10ms duration) evoked substantive inward 

currents with similar amplitudes and high fidelity responses. However, light pulses at 

frequencies faster than 20 Hz evoked relatively lower current amplitudes compared to the 

first pulse of the stimulation (Fig. 1C). In current-clamp configuration, light stimuli between 

1–10 Hz generated action potentials with high fidelity. However, light pulses with a 

frequency faster than 20 Hz only evoked a single action potential following the initial pulse, 

and only small amplitude depolarizations evoked by the succeeding pulses (Fig. 1D). As we 

have demonstrated previously in this region of the hypothalamus, this spike frequency 

adaptation is a unique feature of MCH neurons, not shared by nearby hypocretin cells (van 

den Pol et al., 2004).

In vivo studies

Anatomical distribution of ChR2-EYFP+ somata—In rats given rAAV-MCH-ChR2-

EYFP the presence of the reporter gene, EYFP, served as proxy for the transfection of the 

ChR2 gene into MCH neurons. Of the ten rats given rAAV-MCH-ChR2-EYFP, six rats had 

extensive expression of EYFP. In the other four rats, few if any EYFP neurons were seen, 

perhaps because the cannula delivering the virus was clogged; these rats were therefore not 
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included for further study. The gross anatomical distribution of the EYFP expression from 

the six rats with good ChR2 expression is summarized in figure 2. There were numerous 

EFYP+ somata within the zona incerta, the lateral hypothalamus and the perifornical area 

(Figure 3). The four WT rats given control vector (rAAV-MCH-EYFP) also had numerous 

EYFP+ somata. Tally of the MCH+EYFP+ neurons determined that 52.5 (± 2.0)% of MCH 

neurons were also EYFP+. The MCH promoter expressed the genes in MCH neurons, as 

shown by the strong and selective expression in which 97.3(± 0.97)% of EYFP+ were also 

MCH+ (Figure 3 and 4; left panels). In the tissue sections processed for visualization of 

orexin-ir neurons, none of the orexin+ neurons were also EYFP+ (Figure 4; right panel), 

which is consistent with our previously published report in mice (Konadhode et al., 2013). 

The supplementary figure shows the lack of EYFP+ neurons in the off-site (caudate-

putamen) control rat. By contrast in the same rat, injection of the rAAV-MCH-ChR2-EYFP 

into the zona incerta robustly transduced EYFP into many neurons. This further supports the 

view that the viral gene vector employing the MCH gene promoter shows selective 

expression in MCH cells.

Optogenetic activation of rat MCH neurons and sleep states—Figure 5 

summarizes the sleep data during the 12h night and day periods. During the night there was 

a significant difference between the experimental (ChR2) and control rats (no ChR2) in 

percent waking (F=8.7; df=1,29; p=0.018), NREM (F=6.47; df=1,29; p=0.035) and REM 

sleep (F=11.03; df=1,29; p=0.011). Within group post-hoc comparisons determined no effect 

of optogenetic stimulation in the control rats. Moreover, there was no difference between the 

groups at 0 Hz indicating comparable levels of wake, NREM and REM sleep at night 

(Holm-Sidak post-hoc test). However, in the rats given ChR2 10 Hz optogenetic stimulation 

during the 12h night cycle significantly decreased waking (p=0.001), and increased both 

NREM (p=0.001) and REM sleep (p=0.001) compared to 0 and 5Hz (Fig. 5). 5 Hz only 

increased REMS whereas 30 Hz did not have an effect (Fig. 5). These results indicate that in 

rats activation of MCH neurons at night induces both types of sleep, and that 10Hz is more 

effective compared to 5Hz.

During the day cycle, there was no significant effect of stimulation on wake or NREM sleep. 

However, in rats with ChR2, activation of the sleep-active MCH neurons significantly 

increased REM sleep in all three frequencies compared to 0Hz (p=0.05) (Figure 5). In rats 

given the control virus (no ChR2) there were no changes in sleep in response to stimulation 

in waking, NREM or REM sleep (Figure 5). Thus, in rats stimulating MCH neurons during 

the day increased REM sleep, a finding consistent with data in MCH-Cre mice (Jego et al., 

2013; Tsunematsu et al., 2014).

To better understand the time course of the changes in sleep produced by optogenetic 

stimulation of MCH neurons, the data for 5 and 10Hz stimulation rates were arranged in 3h 

blocks (Figure 6). A one-way RMANOVA compared means separately for the night and day 

cycles. At night, 10Hz stimulation immediately increased total sleep time by increasing both 

NREM (p<0.05) and REM sleep (p<0.05). 5Hz stimulation did not increase NREM but 

increased REM sleep during the second half of the night cycle (p<0.05). Thus, 10Hz 

stimulation made the rats sleep more when they should normally be awake. During the day 

cycle 5Hz stimulation significantly increased REM sleep during all time points compared to 
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0Hz (p=0.01), while 10Hz increased it during the first 6h of the lights-on cycle compared to 

0Hz (p=0.01).

Next we examined the effect of MCH neuronal activation on sleep architecture (Figure 7). 

Only the effects of 10Hz stimulation in ChR2 rats was analyzed as this was most effective 

during both the night and day cycles. Data from the control rats was not analyzed as there 

were no changes in sleep in response to stimulation. Activation of rat MCH neurons 

significantly decreased the number of long wake bouts (>32 min) during both the night and 

day cycles and increased the number of short NREM and REMS bouts compared to 0Hz 

(p=0.05). Thus, 10Hz stimulation decreased the length of waking bouts and increased entry 

into both NREM and REM sleep.

We also examined the effects of optogenetic activation of MCH neurons on the spectral 

ECoG power during sleep states. Figure 8 summarizes the changes observed in NREM sleep 

delta (0.5–4 Hz; top graph) and REM sleep theta power (4–8 Hz; bottom graph) in the rats 

given ChR2. With respect to delta power, only 10Hz stimulation data were analyzed since 

only this frequency significantly increased NREM sleep. At 0 Hz NREMS delta power 

waxed and waned across the 24 h cycle, a profile that is consistent with data in rats 

(Shiromani et al., 2000). 10Hz stimulation of the MCH neurons increased delta power, and 

during the daytime, NREMS delta power continued to progressively increase rather than 

wane. Activation of rat MCH neurons also increased theta power during REM sleep. 

Stimulation at 5 Hz resulted in higher theta power during the first 12 h of stimulation. At 10 

Hz, REM sleep theta power nearly doubled for 18 h. The increase in theta power is also 

consistent with the increase in REM sleep time. Thus, activation of MCH neurons in rats not 

only increased both NREM and REMS, but also increased delta and theta power.

Discussion

In mammals a distributed network of neurons is implicated in generating wake, NREM and 

REM sleep. Because these neurons are intermingled with neurons serving other behaviors, 

optogenetics is used to selectively activate phenotype specific neurons. Previously 

(Konadhode et al., 2013), we determined that activation of the sleep-active neurons 

containing melanin concentrating hormone (MCH) in mice robustly induced sleep. We now 

demonstrate that in wildtype Long-Evans rats, similar to what is found in mice, optogenetic 

activation of MCH neurons induces both NREM and REM sleep at night when nocturnal 

rodents are primarily awake. Our two studies utilized the same viral vector, rAAV-MCH-

ChR2(H134R)-EYFP, to insert the light-sensitive ChR2 gene into MCH neurons. In-vitro 

experiments determined that the MCH neurons in mice and rats were similarly activated by 

light. Both studies utilized the same experimental paradigm (one minute stimulation 

followed by 4 minutes of no stimulation, every 5 minutes) to stimulate the MCH neurons 

over 24h. In both studies, to better gauge the influence of the MCH neurons in inducing 

sleep, the optogenetic stimulation began at the start of the light-off period, which is when 

nocturnal rodents awaken in response to circadian signals. In our studies, activation of MCH 

neurons at night induced sleep by decreasing the length of wake bouts. Delta power, a 

measure of sleep intensity, was also increased in both rats and mice. Such consistent effects 

in two species that have both NREM and REM sleep validates the status of MCH neurons 
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inducing sleep and suggests that MCH neurons may serve a common function in driving 

sleep in mammals.

In the current study in rats, as in our previous study in mice (Konadhode et al., 2013), ChR2-

EYFP was selectively colocalized in MCH neurons in the zona incerta, perifornical area and 

the lateral hypothalamus. In the present study, 97% of EYFP (proxy for ChR2) positive 

neurons were also MCH immunoreactive, indicating the selective nature of the gene 

expression. Specificity of the vector for MCH neurons was also confirmed by lack of 

colocalization between EYFP+ and orexin+, which is consistent with our previous report in 

mice (Konadhode et al., 2013). We used orexin neurons because these neurons are 

intermingled with MCH neurons. Further confirmation was established by an experiment 

showing the absence of transfection among neurons of the caudate putamen which lacks 

MCH neurons, and by the similarity of the unique electrophysiological characteristics of rat 

and mouse MCH neurons determined with whole cell recording. Similar rates of transfection 

of MCH neurons were observed in both species (52.5% in rats versus 53.4% in mice). Thus, 

in both our studies about half of the MCH neurons contained the light-sensitive ChR2. 

However, even if all of the MCH neurons contained ChR2, it is possible that light will not 

reach all of the light-sensitive MCH neurons, a potential limitation of the optogenetic 

approach. Nevertheless, there was a robust increase in both NREM and REM sleep at night 

with optogenetic activation of half of the MCH neurons. This indicates that only a subset of 

MCH neurons needs to be activated to increase sleep, underscoring the impact of MCH 

neurons in driving sleep. It is not known whether the subset of MCH neurons containing the 

light-sensitive opsin and activated by light recruits and activates the other MCH neurons.

In the present study in rats, the sleep response was stronger than in our previous study in 

mice (Konadhode et al., 2013). For instance, in the present study both 5 and 10Hz were 

effective, whereas in our previous study only 10Hz was effective. This might be because the 

diameter of the fiber-optic probes in this study was twice as large as those used in our 

previous study (400μm versus 200μm). We selected the larger probes to reach the MCH 

neurons that are diffusely scattered along the hypothalamus. Thus, in the present study more 

MCH neurons were potentially activated by the broader beam of light, producing a stronger 

effect on sleep.

Our two studies have also found that delta power, a marker of sleep intensity, is increased in 

response to activation of MCH neurons. An increase in delta power was also observed by 

another group who also activated the MCH neurons (Tsunematsu et al., 2014). In the present 

study, delta power and NREM sleep time increased upon stimulation at night. During the 

day 10Hz stimulation increased delta power but not NREM sleep time. We suggest that 

during the day NREM sleep time is at ceiling levels and cannot be increased further. 

However, delta power wanes across the day cycle and activating the MCH neurons prevented 

the decline.

Two other groups have also examined the effect of optogenetic stimulation of MCH neurons 

on sleep (Jego et al., 2013; Tsunematsu et al., 2014). They used mice that were transgenic 

pMCH-cre (Jego et al., 2013) or the ChR2 was activated in MCH neurons via a tetracycline-

controlled system (Tsunematsu et al., 2014). We used wildtype mice (Konadhode et al., 
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2013) or rats (the present study). They found an increase in REM sleep, while we 

determined that both NREM and REM sleep were increased in response to optogenetic 

activation of MCH neurons. One possibility for this difference is related to light-induced 

activation of specific clusters of MCH neurons. The MCH neurons are located in the zona 

incerta, lateral hypothalamus and perifornical area, with a smaller cluster located ventrally 

along the dorsal border of the ventral medial hypothalamus (Konadhode et al., 2014). The 

cluster of MCH neurons in the lateral and perifornical area innervate the pons (Hanriot et al., 

2007; Torterolo et al., 2009; 2013) where REM sleep is generated. In the two studies where 

REM sleep was increased (Jego et al., 2013; Tsunematsu et al., 2014), the MCH neurons in 

the lateral and perifornical cluster may have shown a higher probability of activation, 

whereas in our studies we specifically targeted the probes to activate the MCH neurons in 

the zona incerta. In the present study, it is possible that because of the bigger probe light 

reached the lateral and perifornical clusters, which then induced REM sleep during the day. 

Thus, activating specific subsets of MCH neurons may exert a differential effect on NREM 

versus REM sleep, a perspective meriting further study.

Although activation of MCH neurons promotes sleep, optogenetic inhibition has no effect 

(Jego et al., 2013; Tsunematsu et al., 2014). Interestingly, selective ablation of 

approximately 97% of MCH neurons via a cell-specific expression of diphtheria toxin 

decreases NREM sleep without affecting REM sleep (Tsunematsu et al., 2014). With 30% 

ablation of MCH neurons there is a decrease in NREM sleep intensity under basal 

conditions and in response to 4h total sleep deprivation (Varin et al., 2016). Together, the 

optogenetic and MCH neuron ablation studies underline the potential importance of MCH 

neurons in both NREM and REM sleep.

Pharmacological studies also indicate that the MCH peptide, promotes both types of sleep. 

MCHR1 antagonists significantly decrease both NREM sleep and REM sleep (Ahnaou et al., 

2008). Activation of the MCHR1 is the likely mechanism for the NREM sleep enhancing 

effect because MCHR1 null mice show significantly less NREM sleep(Ahnaou et al., 2011). 

Similar reduction of NREM sleep has been measured in the MCH null mice (Willie et al., 

2008). In contrast, when MCH was infused ICV to rats, both types of sleep significantly 

increased (Verret et al., 2003). Local infusion of MCH into the locus coeruleus only 

increases REM sleep (Monti et al., 2014) suggesting that MCH neurons regulate NREM 

versus REM sleep depending on the projection site. In humans, MCH release was highest 

after sleep onset which corresponds to the light stages of NREM sleep (Blouin et al., 2013). 

In rats, we also measured higher MCH levels in the cerebrospinal fluid during the sleep 

phase (Pelluru et al., 2013).

The MCH neurons are not active in waking, but increase their activity in NREM sleep (1–

3Hz; average=0.5Hz), with peak activity in REM sleep (1–22Hz; average=1.1Hz) (Hassani 

et al., 2009). Thus, activating MCH neurons should promote sleep, which it does in both 

mice and rats. We and others have stimulated the MCH neurons at 5, 10, 20 and 30 Hz, rates 

that are higher compared to what may be found in natural NREM and REM sleep. However, 

as seen in figure 1, MCH neurons can be driven at 1–10Hz, but at 20 and 30Hz there is a 

decrement in amplitude and triggering of the action potential. We found that 10Hz induced 

both NREM and REM sleep, whereas 5, 10 and 30Hz induced only REM sleep. These 
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stimulation frequencies are higher than normally recorded in MCH cells, but were necessary 

to offset the fact that only half the MCH are being stimulated, based on our histochemical 

corroboration. It seems unlikely that stimulating at 1Hz, the rate that is consistent with 

NREM and REM sleep, will induce more sleep, especially during the wake-active period 

because the faster stimulation rates may force the MCH neurons to release more of their 

contents quickly, thereby hastening the transition to sleep. The released transmitters are also 

likely to accumulate producing a cumulative effect in driving sleep. Indeed, in the present 

study, delta power, a very sensitive marker of accumulating endogenous somnogens, 

increased in response to the chronic stimulation.

Optogenetics has been transformative in identifying the impact of specific neurons in 

behavior. Should the rate of optogenetic stimulation mimic the natural pattern of activity of 

the neurons? Although optogenetic mimicking of normal neuronal behavior may be ideal, 

for some behaviors, such as sleep, it may not be necessary to mirror the fine pattern of 

activity to induce the desired behavior. The cadence of the MCH neurons may be off in wake 

and on in sleep (loosely defined as binary). It may be sufficient to induce sleep to maintain 

this on-off cadence. In other words, turn-on the MCH neurons periodically to get a waking 

brain to fall asleep. Stimulation at 5Hz induced sleep, albeit weakly compared to 10Hz. It is 

possible that in rats stimulation at rates that may be closer to what occurs naturally may also 

induce sleep.

How might MCH neurons induce sleep? During waking the activity of the MCH neurons is 

inhibited by the adjacent arousal orexin neurons (Apergis-Schoute et al., 2015). The MCH 

neurons are able to inhibit the combined activity of the arousal neurons and generate 

NREMS and REMS because MCH peptide inhibits the orexin neurons (Rao et al., 2008). 

However, GABA may also be colocalized in MCH neurons and similar to MCH, it may 

inhibit the arousal neurons (Elias et al., 2001; Del Cid-Pellitero & Jones, 2012); some MCH 

cells may also contain other fast transmitters (Chee et al, 2015). Another mechanism by 

which MCH stimulation may increase specifically NREM sleep is through indirect 

disinhibition of the reticular thalamic nucleus (RT). Recently it was found that optogenetic 

inhibition of hypothalamic GABA neurons projecting to the RT increase NREM sleep and 

EEG delta power ( Gutierrez-Herrera et al., 2016). If MCH neurons contact these 

hypothalamic GABA cells, the optogenetic activation of MCH could indirectly disinhibit the 

RT resulting in higher NREM sleep and EEG delta power. MCH neurons project throughout 

the brain, innervating neuronal populations implicated in waking and REMS (Cvetkovic et 

al., 2003; Cvetkovic et al., 2004; Hanriot et al., 2007; Sita et al., 2007; Croizier et al., 2010; 

Hong et al., 2011; Lima et al., 2013; Torterolo et al., 2013; Yoon & Lee, 2013). It is not 

known whether a single MCH neuron projects to multiple ascending and descending targets, 

but the MCH neurons located in the lateral cluster project primarily to the pons, where 

REMS generator neurons are located (Cvetkovic et al., 2004). Optogenetic mediated 

activation of MCH neurons may inhibit the local orexin neurons through release of 

inhibitory MCH, weakening the orexin drive onto downstream arousal neurons and 

attenuating the waking bout.

It remains to be determined which projection(s) of the stimulated MCH neurons is 

responsible for the somnogenic effect. MCH neurons project to multiples sites, many of 
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those include regions where the arousal neurons are located. Stimulation of specific 

projection(s) will be required to address this question. Nevertheless, the converging evidence 

from optogenetic, selective ablation of MCH neurons, and pharmacology studies 

underscores the inclusion of the MCH neurons in network models of sleep-wake regulation. 

That sleep was induced during the normal waking cycle suggests a potential role of MCH 

neurons in sleep disorders, such as insomnia, and also support the perspective that drugs 

targeting the MCH system may enhance sleep in certain sleep disorders.

Supplementary Material

Refer to Web version on PubMed Central for supplementary material.
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Abbreviations

AP Anteroposterior

CPu Caudate-Putamen

ChR2 Channelrhodopsin2

ECoG Electrocorticography

EMG Electromyography

EYFP Enhanced Yellow Fluorescent Protein

FFT Fast Fourier Transformation

LC Locus Coeruleus

MCH Melanin-Concentrating Hormone

NREM no Rapid Eye Movement

rAAV recombinant Adeno-Associated Virus

REM Rapid Eye Movement

ZI Zona incerta
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Figure 1. 
In vitro optogenetic activation of MCH neurons. A.- Representative traces showing 

membrane potentials recorded from a typical mouse MCH neuron (above) and a typical rat 

MCH neuron (bottom). Note how MCH neurons in both species are silent. B.- Bar graph 

showing similar resting membrane potential of MCH neurons from mice and rats. C.- 

Representative traces from rat MCH neurons showing the inward currents evoked by 

photostimulation of different frequencies under whole-cell voltage-clamp recording with 

cells held at −60 mV. D.- Representative traces showing the membrane depolarization and 
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action potentials evoked by photostimulation of different frequencies under whole-cell 

current-clamp recording.
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Figure 2. 
Anatomical distribution maps of ChR2-EYFP+ expression in rats. ChR2-EYFP expression 

was evident across the dorsolateral tuberal hypothalamic area particularly within the zona 

incerta, perifornical, and lateral hypothalamus. ChR2-EYFP emission signal was less 

prominent in the medial aspect of hypothalamus. Overall EYFP emission signal spread 

roughly 1.4 mm along the anteroposterior axis and it was present in both hemispheres. Just 

above the EYFP emission signal, the blue rectangles indicate the locations of the optic fiber 

tips. Optic fiber locations were drawn based on the presence of its tracks. The alphanumeric 

codes on top represent the identification number of the rat whereas the numbers on the far 

left represent the anterior-posterior distance from bregma.
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Figure 3. 
rAAV-MCH-ChR2-EYFP vector successfully transfected MCH neurons. Top panel shows a 

panoramic view (4×) of the extent of transfection following a bilateral injection of rAAV-

MCH-ChR2-EYFP. Confocal laser scanning microscopy indicated a robust expression of the 

reporter gene EYFP (green) across the lateral hypothalamus (LH), perifornical area (PeF) 

and the zona incerta (ZI). Middle magnification (20×) views of the PeF area (middle and 

bottom left panels). ChR2-EYFP signal is abundantly present in many somata but mostly its 

neuropil (middle left panel). Middle right panel shows that PeF contains many MCH-ir+ 

neurons. Bottom left panel illustrates the abundance of EYFP and MCH co-labeling. Bottom 

right panel was taken at 60× and it shows in great detail ChR2-EYFP expression associated 
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to the plasma membrane of the neuron whereas MCH signal is located within the neuron’s 

cytoplasm. Cell counts were done at 60×. There was a selective expression of EYFP in MCH 

neurons (97.3± 0.97%), but 52.5 (± 2.0)% of MCH neurons were also EYFP+. Red arrows 

indicate examples of non-transfected MCH neurons whereas yellow arrows point toward 

multiple examples of positively transfected MCH neurons.
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Figure 4. 
EYFP colocalizes with MCH neurons but not with orexin (ORX) neurons. Confocal 

microscopy photomicrographs depict renderings of Z-stacks in XYZ planes. Left panel 

depicts colocalization of ChR2-EYFP in MCH-immunoreactive neurons, and right panel 

shows colocalization in orexin-ir neurons. Images were taken from sections from the same 

rat shown in figure 3 (WT38). Representative neurons are identified with arrowheads or 

arrows. White arrowheads identify double labeled somata (EYFP+MCH), white arrows 

identify either single MCH-ir (left panels) or ORX-ir (right panels) neurons, and green 

arrows identify single-labeled EYFP+ neurons. X axis=green line, Y axis=red line, 

Z=axis=blue line. Scale bars indicate the distance in microns.
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Figure 5. 
Effect of optogenetic stimulation of MCH neurons on percent (±SEM) of Wake, NREM 

sleep and REM sleep. The data summarizes the average percent of wake, NREM sleep and 

REM sleep during the 12 h period (night or day). Optogenetic stimulation started at lights-

off and continued for 24 h (1 min on, 4 min off). *= significance versus 5, 10 or 30Hz within 

the ChR2 group (p=0.01). $= significance versus 0Hz ChR2 (p<0.02). #= significance versus 

no ChR2 (p=0.05) (Holm-Sidak post-hoc test after 2-RMANOVA).
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Figure 6. 
Time course of changes in wake, NREM sleep and REM sleep during 24 h of optogenetic 

stimulation. Stimulation started at night (lights-off). Grey horizontal bars at the bottom 

indicate the lights-off period. Data are 3 h percent (±SEM). *=significance versus 0 Hz 

(p=0.05; Holm-Sidak post-hoc test).
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Figure 7. 
Effects of 24 h of optogenetic activation of MCH neurons on sleep architecture. The first 12 

h of stimulation occurred during the lights-off period whereas the second 12 h occurred 

during the lights-on period. To better visualize differences between treatments the number of 

waking bouts are expressed as log10 scale. NREMS and REMS bouts numbers are 

represented as linear scale. *=significance versus 0 Hz at p=0.01.
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Figure 8. 
Effect of optogenetic activation of rat MCH neurons on NREMS delta power and REMS 

theta power. ECoG power was determined only during NREM sleep (delta) or REM sleep 

(theta). To improve visualization hourly data was pooled in 3 h blocks for delta power and in 

6 h for theta power. Gray horizontal bars denote the 12h lights-off, night period. 

*=significance versus 0 Hz (p=0.01).
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